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Marketing Plan 
 

1 Overview 
 
This document is designed to cover all marketing related activity for Catalyst, eventually covering topics 
including the message, collateral and website, needed features, outreach and possibly fundraising. 
 
This document, while public for reading, is for Catalyst marketing internal purposes, meaning it will not be 
as polished as it was a widely distributed document for general communication. 
 
Additional marketing materials are available in the following locations: 
 

o http://www.dev411.com/catalyst/marketing - documents 
o http://www.editgrid.com/user/CatalystMktg - spreadsheets 

2 Stakeholders 
 
Catalyst Marketing activities are geared to support one set of stakeholders: 
 

• Catalyst users (includes contributors) 

3 Goals and sub-goals 
 
Marketing has defined two top-level goals to achieve for the stakeholders: 
 

• More Catalyst Jobs 
• More Catalyst Contributions 

 
The remainder of this section will describe tasks to be done to achieve the goals and sub-goals. 

3.1 More Catalyst Jobs 

3.1.1 More Organizations Using Catalyst 
 
To get more organizations using Catalyst we have to prove it’s an attractive platform and show there are 
adequate numbers of developers. A related task is to improve Perl’s reputation for large projects for those 
users who are not convinced to use Perl. 
 

• Proven capability, scalability, productivity, etc. 
• More Catalyst developers 
• Improve Perl reputation 

3.1.1.1 Proven capability, scalability, productivity, etc. 
 
There are a variety of ways to demonstrate capability, scalability and productivity. Most of the ways are in 
various forms of collateral including those described below: 
  

• Case studies: it would be great to get some case studies of Catalyst-based apps at YAPC, 
MySQL, OSCON conventions. Target apps can include Vox, EditGrid, IuseThis. 
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• Screencasts: Show how easy it is to do cool activities: 
o Delicious bookmarks integration 
o Google Maps Screencast 

• Updated Website: to better showcase information 
 
One of Catalyst’s strengths is CPAN. It wouldn’t ideal to show capabilities of a Catalyst+CPAN solution 
that aren’t easily achievable with other languages.
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3.1.1.2 More Catalyst Developers 
 
Having a large enough developer pool to hire from is very important. To get more Cat devs we need: 
 

• More Cat buzz 
o More blog activity: Planet Catalyst and Planet Catalyst – Japanese Edition have been 

created to support Catalyst bloggers. 
o More screencasts 
o More PM/YAPC/OSCON presentations 

• Effective low cost hosting 
o More blog activity related to hosting environments 
o Recommend a hosting provided on the cat site (public wiki page) 

• Easier to learn / use 
o Centralized API reference 
o Easy themeability 

3.1.1.3 Improve Perl Reputation 
 
Perl has some advocacy needs as a language of choice for new projects independent of Catalyst. 
 

• Demonstrate more developers: There are a lot of Perl developers out there. Catalyst Marketing 
will seek to create a Perl events calendar sites to show developer community activity. 

• Show better Perl coding style: This should be doable just with Catalyst code examples. No 
need for Catalyst Marketing to engage in code examples that are not related to Catalyst. 

 

3.2 More Catalyst Contributions 
 
This is the second high-level goal but the sub-goals are both covered under “More Catalyst Jobs.” The 
sub-goals include: 
 

• More Catalyst Developers 
• More organizations using catalyst 

 

4 Target Audience 
 

4.1 Developer Types 
 
The following are types by broad affinity categories: 
 

• “Affluent web developers:” These devs are characterized as J2EE, Python, Rails users who 
are critical of Perl. Perhaps even some PHP users. These people will be the primary audience. 

• “Legacy Perl developers:” Perl devs who are using older style Perl. 
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4.2 Collateral Types 
 

• Basic Topics (50%): Additional documentation similar to the style found in books, tutorials, etc. 
Not all developers fall into the POD / Source category. Programmers who fall into this category 
may include technical designers as well as developers coming from other languages. These 
people may find flexibility daunting if they are not familiar with Perl and CPAN. 

• Advanced Topics (25%): Focusing on performance, scalability and maintainability. 
• Misc (25%): To get things bootstrapped and going. Annotated POD with comment list (like 

PHP.net’s functions), Screencasts, etc. 
 

5 Tasks 
 
From the goals, these are the extracted tasks Marketing is working on. 
 

5.1 The Pitch 
 
To convince someone who is not even using Perl to use Catalyst we need to appeal to them in ways that 
aren’t language specific. Perl’s greatest strength is CPAN and Catalyst’s strength is flexibility so 
something like the following: 
 

• “The most capable web framework” 
• “The most capable web framework backed by the largest open source library” 

 
This is just a straw man to generate discussion. Catalyst has proof of this in the following deployed sites 
which is much more than any other framework can claim: 
 

• Flexibility: EditGrid AJAX spreadsheet 
• Corporate Approval: Dresdner Bank, Yahoo 
• Biggest Library: 10,000+ modules on CPAN 
 

From a technical perspective the ORM, DBIx::Class, seems to be Catalyst’s greatest strength wrt other 
frameworks. We need articles comparing DBIx::Class to ActiveRecord. ActiveRecord is weak in this area 
and has generated a lot of dissatisfaction so we just need to tell the truth. With DBIx::Class we may want 
to highlight sophisticated PosgreSQL and Oracle use. 
 
While it is easier to show that Catalyst is very flexible and has access to a large library via CPAN, we also 
want to show it is just as productive as other frameworks for basic things, and more productive when 
leveraging things that only CPAN can provide. 

5.2 Define Catalyst Solution 

 
Most people aren’t interested in frameworks by themselves, they are interested in a solution and Catalyst 
should talk about and package a solution. In the past, this solution was Task::Catalyst. While optional for 
experienced Catalyst users, there should be a recommended set of components and the Catalyst website 
should walk the talk wrt those components. Some issues: 
 

• Can we regain control of Task::Catalyst? 
• Are these the right components? 
• It should include a recommended cache component 
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The Catalyst marketing message on the website will cover all the components in the bundle while 
mentioning these components can be exchanged. 
 

5.3 Catalyst Website 
 
We need an app to drive the website. To start, we’ll try to use a themed Mojomojo wiki. Although it would 
be nice to have a custom homepage, we’ll try to use Mojomojo for the homepage as well, at least initially. 
The main initial goals are to get decent looking pages for the following: 
 

• Dedicated pages (closed wiki) 
o Homepage revamp: we need a list of components for the Catalyst solution 
o Downloads page: we need recommended ways to get cat 
o Core team page: easy page to make sure solution is working. Need core team list and 

background as well as cat-related projects and companies 
o Screencast page: we may have screencasts soon. These will need a good place to go. 

• Wiki (public wiki) 
o Live apps list: Hopefully people can add themselves 
o Hosting provider list: what hosters can we recommend? 
o Consultant list: Who can provide commercial Cat support 

 

5.4 Screencasts 
 
Marketing will create, encourage others to create, and publish screencasts on the website. The goals for 
screencasts include: 
 

o Show something useful is easy to do, that developers will want to use as a tutorial of sorts. 
o Show techniques are easy to do 

 
Some screencasts in the pipeline include: 
 

• Delicious 
• Google Maps 

 

5.5 Example Apps 
 
Catalyst Marketing is helping out with PerlGate.org. One option is to see how easy it is to make this app 
using Catalyst+Reaction. If it is very easy, we can use this as an example Catalyst+Reaction app. If this 
turns out to be difficult for some reason, we will look at the upcoming release of WebGUI. 
 

5.6 Templates 
 
There has been some interest in getting nice templates for Catalyst projects. To do this, we will define a 
unified CSS lexicon and attempt to get it use by multiple projects. This needs a wiki location where 
documentation can start. 
 

• Get TTSite+, Reaction and Mojomojo using same unified CSS lexicon 
• Convert templates to unified CSS 
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5.7 Documentation 
 
See if the documentation team is willing to create a POD manual on various ways of writing tests with 
Catalyst including Test::Class, Test::MockObject, Test::WWW::Mechanize::Catalyst, and 
Test::WWW::Selenium::Catalyst. 


